RECALL

Tag Light Wiring Connector Corrosion

ISSUE________________________________

CORRECTIVE ACTION_________----___

The All American tag light harness was not
manufactured to design specifications. The
harness length was incorrect which allowed the
connector to be routed incorrectly exposing the
connector to the environment and possibly
allowing the connector to corrode.

Replace tag light connector with sealed butt
connector splices per instructions below.

PROCEDURE_________________________________________________

--R 1 0 R R-----

Models Affected: 2010 All American Front Engine

6. Strip approximately ¼ inch of insulation from end of wires extending from body and end of
wires attached to tag light.
7. Reconnect white wires using (1) 00005840 sealed butt connector and reconnect black wires
using (1) 00005840 sealed butt connector. Be sure to use correct crimping tool for butt
connectors. Using heat gun, heat full length of each butt connector until clear sealant in
connector starts to melt and bubble up at end of butt connector, while being careful not to
melt wire insulation.
8. Install split corrugated loom (01510775) over the tag light harness.
9. Reconnect batteries – Note: when connecting the batteries, connect the Positive cable first.
10. Remove wheel chocks and return unit to service.

--R E C A L L

1. Park the bus on a level surface, apply parking brakes, turn off engine and remove ignition key.
Chock wheels.
2. Read all instructions completely before proceeding with repair.
3. Check to see if the 2-wire connector for tag light in LH rear corner of unit is exposed
underneath floor of unit. If 2-wire connector is exposed, follow the instructions below to
correct. If the 2-wire connector is not exposed outside of body cavity, return unit to service.
4. Disconnect Batteries – Note: when disconnecting the batteries, remove the Negative cable
first.
5. Use wire cutters to cut both wires immediately adjacent to each end of the 2-wire connector.

C A M P A I G N

WARNING: Always follow all Federal, State, Local and Shop safety standards and use proper
safety equipment when performing these procedures.

